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About

Combining efficiency, capital strength, and strategic focus, Superior Energy Services supports its brands so that they can maintain growth and operational excellence.
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Rentals

From premium tubulars to highly specialized downhole tools and accessories, Superior companies can help you meet safety, efficiency, and sustainability goals.
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Well Services

Superior companies have a long reputation for providing the industry with specialized solutions for drilling, production, completion and decommissioning.
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Investors

Combining financial discipline with corporate services expertise, Superior maintains a strategy focused on businesses critical to our customers' success.
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Sustainability

From ESG compliance to our Target Zero safety system, Superior's commitment to sustainable operations is enterprise-wide and based on our Shared Core Values.
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Maximizing safety, efficiency, and profitability for every well, Superior Completion Services provides strategic solutions and expertise in downhole completion services such as sand control, stimulation, production, and injection well completions.
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A History of Trusted Collaboration

Our expertise reaches back to 1980, when the very first CompSet™ packers and gravel-pack systems were deployed in the Gulf of Mexico. Since then, we’ve established a solid reputation as a responsive and knowledgeable partner.

Through challenging economic downcycles and massive technological transitions, we have delivered timely completion solutions for every conceivable downhole challenge. Combining innovative technologies and operational expertise, we give our customers the support to maintain a keen competitive edge.

Reducing costs. Saving time. Inspiring confidence. Superior Completion Services has the tools to deliver.

Support that Spans the Globe

In today’s challenging production environment, expediency is almost as important as equipment and expertise. We’ve served international customers for nearly three decades. Strategically located, we can quickly deploy the right solutions to the right place at the right time—everything from multi-zone single-trip systems, intelligent completions, gravel and frac pack systems to HPHT packers, screens, flow and barrier valves.
A Complete Completions Package

For downhole technology, equipment, and expertise, Superior Completions Services has everything you need to complete your well safely, efficiently, and on time, every time.
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Additional Information on Products and Services
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Let’s Talk Well Services. Let’s Talk Performance. Let’s Talk.

Contact Superior Completion Services
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Connect


1001 Louisiana Street 
Suite 2900 
Houston, TX 77002

P: +1 713 654 2200
F: +1 713 654 2205
Email: Contact@superiorenergy.com
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